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Dear Reader,
Your credit score is more important than ever these days, whether you’re trying to buy a home, save
money on car loans or credit cards, or just cleaning up your finances. For those who take the time to get
organized, educated, and proactively improve their credit scores, the benefit will be monumental – a
much more confortable month-to-month budget and long-term financial independence.
We put this guide together along with our trusted partners in order to get you started. In the next pages,
you’ll find everything you need to get you started on the path to a great credit score and a better financial
future.
You have a lot of choices who to work with to help raise your credit score, but Blue Water Credit would
love the chance to earn your business and your trust. Blue Water Credit is the national leader in ethical
and legal credit repair solutions. We work with consumers and creditors to improve credit profiles by
challenging questionable, inaccurate, outdated, misleading and or unverifiable data on consumer credit
reports.
Located in Roseville in Northern California, we’re a family owned and operated business with
over 8 years serving happy clients. We are the only credit repair firm named as one of the top
20 fastest growing companies in California by the Business Journal, have an A+ rating with the
Better Business Bureau as a non-accredited business, and our results continue to outperform
all others in the industry.
Please contact us any time you have questions or need help improving your credit score.

HERE’S A HIGH-FIVE FOR WANTING TO IMPROVE YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE!

Sincerely,
Jeff Sipes

Owner/President
jeff@bluewatercredit.com

The Blue Water
Credit Team

www.bluewatercredit.com
300 Harding Blvd. Suite 206
Roseville, Ca 95678
916.315.9090
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A SPECIAL OFFER FOR YOU:
As a thank you for being a friend and reader, Blue Water Credit would like to offer you a free eBook: The
Secret Weapon to Saving Money. It has 10 great articles with 100 tips to help you save money on just
about anything!
To receive your free money-saving eBook, just email: Contact@BlueWaterCredit.com
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CHAPTER 1
What a Difference a Point Makes
When it comes to your credit score, a few points can make a big difference in your finances. The average
American has a credit score of 687, but by raising it even a few points they can save big amounts of
money. In fact, financial experts estimate that by raising our collective credit scores just 30 points, we’d
save $20 billion annually on credit card interest charges!

HERE ARE 8 WAYS A HIGHER CREDIT SCORE CAN SAVE YOU BIG BUCKS:
MORTGAGE

A good credit score is fundamental to getting the best rates and terms on a home loan – or getting
approved at all. Due to the way mortgage payments are spread out (usually over 30 or 15 years) and
front-loaded with interest, called amortization, even small rate differences can save – or cost – you HUGE
amounts of money.
Studies show that the average payment on a $250,000 mortgage loan is $1,077 for someone with a credit
score above 760. However, that same person with a score of 680-699, which is still respectable, is
$1,133. Over the 30-year life of the loan that adds up to more than $20,000!

CREDIT CARDS

Over-use and mismanagement of credit card debt are some of the most toxic traits for eroding long-term
wealth. The credit card companies love to lend money to people with marginal credit scores – because
they hike up the rates and payment terms so terribly, they know they’ll be making a killing! Having a solid
credit score will allow you to shop out and get approved for credit cards with favorable terms and lower
interest rates, saving you thousands of dollars over even a few years.

AUTO LOANS

Remember that you’re not buying the car; you’re buying the money to buy the car. Financing an
automobile is one of loans we pay least attention to, but the difference between good financing and less6

favorable financing can cost you a lot of money, and that’s all based on your credit score. A below-average
credit score can cost you as much as $5,000 in higher interest rates on a $20,000, 60-month auto loan.

INSURANCE

Believe it or not, in some states, insurance companies also use your credit score as an indicator of how
often a consumer might file a claim, and how much it will cost them. A high credit score can save you
hundreds of dollars off your insurance premiums every year. California is one of the states opposing laws
that allow insurers to use credit scores.

UTILITIES

Gas and electric companies pull your credit these days, and a bad score may cost you an additional $200
or so in security deposits for their services.

CELL PHONE

Likewise, cell phone companies will charge you a costly security deposit if you have a low score, which is
equated with a history of not paying your bills. If your credit is too shaky, they might only give you a payas-you-go plan.

RENTAL SECURITY DEPOSITS

When applying to rent an apartment or a house, landlords will pull your credit. A lower credit score means
you are a bigger risk to them, and probably a higher security deposit, if you get the place at all. Remember
that everything is negotiable, so if you score is good, you can often bargain for a lower deposit.

EMPLOYMENT

These days, even employers look at your credit report, especially if you are applying for a job in financial
services or working with clients and financial products. Of course this doesn’t technically save you money,
but not getting that dream job because of a bad credit score will certainly cost you a bundle!
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CHAPTER 2
Answering Your Top 10 Questions about Credit Scores
Having worked in the credit repair industry for many years, we’ve
helped tens of thousands of consumers increase their scores – or at
least get good information that helps them build a better financial
future. So we’ve assembled the ten most common questions about
credit we’ve heard over the years:

1. WHAT IS CONSIDERED A GOOD CREDIT SCORE?

Unfortunately, there isn’t just one credit score because there are
several credit reporting agencies, each with their own scoring model
and number range. Some go as high as 990, but the scoring system
used by FICO (the Fair Isaac Corporation) is most popular. FICO scores
range from 300-850 and 680 is considered good, while above 720 is an excellent credit score.

2. WILL PAYING OFF DEBT AND CLOSING CREDIT CARDS HELP MY SCORE?

Yes and no. While it’s always prudent to manage your debt and pay down your balances, if you close a
card that has a high available balance but low debt, has a long, good history of on-time payments, etc.,
then it may hurt your credit. By closing it down you’d basically be erasing a positive factor on your credit,
so be careful which accounts and cards you close.

3. I’VE HAD MY CREDIT PULLED SEVERAL TIMES WHILE SHOPPING FOR A LOAN. WILL THAT
HURT MY SCORE?

The credit bureaus understand they you’ll want to “shop around” for the best mortgage or auto loan or
credit card, and that means your credit will be pulled several times. The good news is that they usually
just count this group or batch of inquiries as one if they’re within a 30-day period. So try to contain them
to within a 30-day period, but avoid multiple credit pulls on different kinds of debt that display financial
desperation or risk or there could be a small score drop.

4. WHAT IS THE IDEAL DEBT RATIO TO GET THE BEST CREDIT SCORE?

Like we mentioned, credit utilization is a major factor in calculating your credit, affecting about 30% of
your final score. As a general rule, you’re advised to keep all of your account balances and revolving debts
at or below 30% of your available credit. But that’s just the start, as studies show that you’ll want a credit
utilization ratio of 10% or less to achieve a credit score in the high 700’s or even over 800.

5. SO WHAT FACTORS DETERMINE MY CREDIT SCORE?
Your score is calculated based on these factors:

30% CREDIT UTILIZATION.

We covered credit utilization, which is your ratio of debt.
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35% PAYMENT HISTORY.

Keeping a track record of paying on time is the most important factor.

10% MIX OF CREDIT.

A good mix of quality revolving accounts, mortgage debt, and installment debt, etc.

10% NEW CREDIT.

Opening new accounts and new accounts deemed risky can lower your score.

15% LENGTH OF CREDIT HISTORY.

The longer your accounts show a positive payment and use history, the better it reflects on your score.

6. HOW WILL A LATE PAYMENT HURT MY CREDIT
SCORE?

You want to avoid late payments at all costs since 35% of
your credit score is based on your payment history. If you pay
late, your score will drop anywhere from 80-100 points
typically. But what you definitely want to stay away from is a
90-day late, which will cause real, lasting damage to your
score.

7. IF I AM MARRIED OR A COSIGNER ON A LOAN AND
THE OTHER PERSON DEFAULTS?

Different states have different rules when it comes to
assuming debt responsibility when you are married. The
“community property states” where you are responsible for
your partner’s debts accrued during marriage include Arizona, California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. Even if you get divorced, you’re both on the hook for the
debt.
It’s the same whenever you become a co-signer on a loan for someone else. You assume the responsibility
to pay the debt. If the other person fails to pay or even misses a payment, your credit score will go down
and the creditor will pursue you, as well, to repay the debt. The lesson is to be very careful whom you are
co-signing for (or marrying!)

8. WHAT DOES FICO MEAN?

People sometimes get confused as to the different entities that are involved with your credit reporting
and scoring. FICO is the Fair Isaac Corporation, which is the main credit reporting company. But three
credit bureaus report collect your data and report it to FICO: Equifax, Experian and TransUnion.

9. IF I HAD A BANKRUPTCY, FORECLOSURE, OR A JUDGMENT AGAINST ME, IS MY CREDIT
RUINED FOR LIFE?
Not at all, since most delinquent items will report on your credit report only for 7 years before falling
off. However, there are a few exceptions:
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CHARGE OFFS:

Stay on your report for 7.5 years from the first missed payment.

BANKRUPTCY:

Chapter 7 BK remains for 10 years from the date filed.
Chapter 13 remains for 7 years from the date discharged or a maximum of 10 years.

STUDENT LOANS: They can remain on credit until they are paid.
FORECLOSURES AND SHORT SALES:

These will probably report for the full 7 years, but the negative impact will diminish over time. But
changes in the industry now make it possible for some people to buy another home in as little as 1-2
years.

10. DO I HAVE TO PAY TO CHECK MY CREDIT SCORE?

No you don’t, but be careful of all the offers for free credit reports and scores, which usually are just tricks
and will cost you, or be incomplete.
According to the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act (the FACT Act), you are eligible to receive a
free copy of your credit report once each year from each of the three major credit bureaus by going to
www.annualcreditreport.com. This will show your credit history, not your score, but at least you’ll be able
to monitor your credit activity and make sure you’re on track. You can also receive a copy of your credit
report through a company like Blue Water Credit.
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CHAPTER 3
10 Tips to Build a Great Credit Score
A good credit score is essential to succeed in the new economy, vital to getting favorable interest rates
on home loans, credit cards, and auto and student loans. But did you know that even your cell phone
contract, insurance payments, and even the next job you apply for might take into account your credit
score?

BUT DON’T STRESS – WE’LL GIVE YOU 10 GREAT TIPS TO BUILD A FANTASTIC CREDIT SCORE
SO YOU’LL BE READY!

CREDIT COMPONENTS
Inquiries
10%

Mix of Credit
10%

Delinquencies
35%

Age of Credit
15%

Debt Ratio
30%

1. KEEP YOUR CREDIT CARD BALANCES LOW. The most effective way to improve your credit score in

this area is by paying down your revolving (credit card) debt. This accounts for 30 percent of your credit
score.

2. PAY YOUR BILLS ON TIME. The first thing any lender wants to know is whether you've paid past

credit accounts on time. This is one of the most important factors in a FICO score.

3. CHECK YOUR CREDIT REPORT ANNUALLY. It's important to make sure that there are no errors on
your credit file. Also, you want to make sure that your identity hasn't been compromised.
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4. CALL BLUE WATER CREDIT if you have any questions in regards to your credit or want to see how

you can repair and improve it.

5. DO NOT CLOSE YOUR CREDIT ACCOUNTS unless it is necessary to do so. It is better to have many
open accounts with little or no balance than to have just one or two accounts regardless of the balance.

6. DON'T GET TEMPTED WITH CREDIT CARD OFFERS. You can have these solicitations stopped being
sent to you by "opting out" of these offers. Go To Optoutprescreen.com. This will also help limit the risk
of having your identity stolen by identity thieves.

7. DON'T JUST THINK THAT PAYING A COLLECTION ACCOUNT WILL INCREASE YOUR SCORE.

Paying off a collection will NOT increase your score because it's the fact that the account went into
collection status is what is essentially hurting your score. Your score will increase if the collection agency
is willing to delete the account off your credit report. Make sure to get this in writing before making a
payment. Some benefits of paying a collection are that your debt can no longer be sold to another
collection agency. Also, lenders like to see that you are making things right with your creditors this could
very well improve your credit-worthiness in the eyes of a lender.

8. DON'T APPLY FOR CREDIT CARDS JUST BECAUSE you are getting a good deal. Each time you apply

for credit you are adding an inquiry to your file. Inquiries account for 10 percent of your credit score.
Research shows that opening several credit accounts in a short period of time represents a greater risk especially for people who don't have a long credit history.

9. DON'T GO WITHOUT CREDIT. You only have a credit score if you have an active credit history;

otherwise there is no basis for credit scoring systems to be able to predict your repayment behavior. Some
credit scoring systems cannot calculate a score if no balance is reported to the credit history within the
last six months.

10. DON'T ALLOW INCORRECT OR INACCURATE INFORMATION to stay on your credit report. If you

notice that there is something incorrect listed on your credit report you should have it corrected or
removed.
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CHAPTER 4
9 Secrets to Increase Your Credit Score That Fico Doesn’t
Want You to Know About
FICO, the Fair Isaac Corporation, is the preeminent credit scoring
company, serving almost every bank, lender, and financial
organization with its credit reporting of hundreds of millions of
Americans. Although they may be highly visible as the giant in the
industry, they’re extremely secretive when it comes to how they
actually calculate our credit scores. While we do know in general
what helps or hurts scores and the weighted percentages that go into
their calculations, FICO keeps its algorithms a tightly guarded secret
– until now.
Several credit score secrets have been leaked by FICO personnel or
disclosed by industry insiders, many of them art controversial. Some
have even been called “borderline cheating” by FICO because they
are so effective, though they admit they’re all perfectly legal.
Of course we recommend you follow responsible and prudent financial practices – like maintaining a low
debt load, paying all your bills on time, etc. to legally and ethically raise credit scores, but it’s sure nice to
know there are a few credit score hacks to boost your score, even if FICO doesn’t approve!

HERE ARE 9 SECRETS TO INCREASE YOUR CREDIT SCORE:
1. BECOME AN AUTHORIZED USER ON SOMEONE ELSE’S CREDIT CARD

Perhaps the most efficient way to increase your credit score in a short time is by becoming an authorized
user on someone else’s credit card. Once you’re authorized, the new positive trade line will show up on
your credit as if you’ve had it for the duration. It’s important you do this correctly – it has to be a credit
line in great standing. Additionally, it should be someone you trust well (and they trust you!) because if
the primary user runs up big debt, has late payments, or defaults, you’ll be on the hook and your credit
will actually be damaged. But FICO knows a lot of parents do this to build their teen or college-aged
children’s credit – and it’s a perfectly legal practice.

2. REQUEST AN INCREASE (WITH NO INTENTION OF USING IT.)

One way some people try to increase their credit score is by increasing their debt to available balance
ratio. However, instead of paying down their debt responsibly (which we recommend) they call their credit
cards and request a credit line increase. If granted, their ratios look much better to FICO without having
paid a dime off their balance.
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3. REPORT YOUR CARD LOST

This secret tactic was actually leaked by a high-level FICO employee in the context that they’ve discuss
how to handle it. With the goal of adding an additional positive trade line (without applying anywhere or
even if you can’t qualify) some people call their creditors and report their credit card stolen. When that
happens, they will usually close that account and open a new account and move all of your credit history
over to the new account – including the original open date. Viola! You now have two positive and
seasoned credit lines where there was just one before.

4. DENY, DENY, DENY

When it comes to small accounts that damage your credit score – an unpaid parking ticket, a medical bill
that you forgot to pay on time, or a miniscule balance on an old cell phone – it makes sense to dispute
them with the credit bureaus. Since the debts are small and old, the companies and creditors will most
likely not even bother going through the paperwork and hassle (which means man hours and money) to
dispute them. Therefore, by denying they exist or they’re correct (by disputing them,) you’ll probably get
some negative “anchors” off your credit report.

5. ADD MIA ACCOUNTS

A surefire way to build your credit is to add positive accounts that aren’t currently being reported.
Although FICO doesn’t actively publicize this information, you can do that by requesting unreported
accounts be reflected on your credit. Think about any company that pulls your credit and you pay the bill
on time. For instance, cell phones, Internet providers, utility companies, and medical billers often don’t
bother reporting credit (because it’s not mandatory.) But if you ask them to do so, they very well might
comply – posting a well-seasoned, positive new trade line on your credit score.

6. “BRIBE” YOUR CREDITORS

Of course you shouldn’t bribe anyone, but that’s a term FICO uses loosely for consumers who negotiate
“Pay for deletion.” If you’ve missed enough payments to have an account in collections, they’ll often agree
to erase any negative credit reporting for that account if you pay it off in full. Make sure you get their
promise in writing and you’ll probably have to make a lump sum payment, but the good news is that
collection companies often settle for a smaller percentage of your original debt (because they paid
pennies on the dollar for it.)

7. ERASE THE EVIDENCE

With more and more student loans going into default because of unemployment, titanic student loan
balances for graduates, or just the high cost of living, the damage of a missed payment can hit your credit
score hard. But don’t be dismayed – there is an option to get the negative reporting erased from your
credit report IF you rehabilitate the debt. That means arranging a plan with your student loan lender to
bring the payments up to date. Once you make 9 out of 10 payments on time, there is a one-time
exemption (with Federal loans only) that they’ll erase the damage from your credit.
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8. CRACK THE SECRET REPORT DATE CODE

It’s easy for consumers to know when their credit
card or loan’s Due Date is and pay on time, but
there’s another number that you should be aware of,
which is often a secret. Each creditor also has a
Report Date – when they send their information into
the credit bureaus and FICO. If you use your credit
card a lot and pay it off at the due date, the higher
balance will always show on your credit report that
month because Report Date is before Due Date. So
an insider tip to increase credit score is to call your
creditor, ask them what day they report, and make
sure to pay your accounts off or down before that
date – not the due date.

9. THINK LOWER

FICO calculates a significant portion of your score by your credit utilization ratio – how much debt you
keep to how much your total available balances are. Common advice is that you should keep that ratio at
or below 30% ($3,000 of debt for a credit card with $10,000 available. But FICO insiders now confess that
20% or even all the way down to 10% or less are even better ratios to maintain, and will boost your score.
However, don’t go all the way to 0% because it won’t show an established payment history they can use
in their calculations (you won’t have any payment.)
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CHAPTER 5
Everything You Should Know About Credit Repair
Credit repair is the process of trying to improve your credit score. Lenders use your credit report and
credit score in order to judge your reliability as a loan candidate. Your credit report indicates your ability
to handle debt responsibly and will help banks decide if you are a desirable loan customer, so cleaning up
negative and inaccurate items will raise that score and help you save money.

HOW IS YOUR CREDIT SCORE COMPUTED?

Your credit score is determined by an algorithm developed by the Fair Issue Corporation (hence its other
name of FICO score). Three corporations, called “credit bureaus” specialize in collecting and reporting on
financial histories. Those three companies are Equifax, Experian and TransUnion. While their calculations
are secret, we do know that the basic building blocks of your credit score are founded on: Inquiries, Mix
of Credit, Age of Credit, Debt Ratio, and Delinquencies.

WHY IS A GOOD CREDIT SCORE IMPORTANT?

A good credit score can save you thousands or tens of thousands of dollars on mortgage loans, credit card
interest rates, car and student loans, and even insurance. Many employers are even now looking at credit
reports when screening applicants.

ARE THERE QUICK FIXES AND TRICKS THAT ARE GUARANTEED TO IMPROVE YOUR CREDIT
SCORE?

No. Credit repair is an ongoing process of making good choices to manage your debt load and finances
responsibly, and then making sure accurate information shows up on your credit reports. Steer clear of
anyone who promises guaranteed results, quick fixes, or tricks.
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SO HOW DOES IT LEGITIMATELY WORK?

Credit repair is a process of identifying incorrect, misreported, and duplicate items on your report and
then sending dispute letters to the credit reporting agencies to challenge the validity of negative
information. The credit bureaus are carefully governed by the Fair Credit Reporting Act that requires them
to either fix the problem or respond with evidence that it’s true within a certain timeline. Either they will
fix the inaccurate negative credit item or, if they don’t have evidence or don’t respond in time, the item
will be removed. Either way, it helps your credit score to rise to where it should be.

ARE THERE REALLY THAT MANY ERRORS ON CREDIT REPORTS?

The credit bureaus are in the business of selling information first and foremost so duplicates, wrong
addresses, misspelled names or aliases, identity theft, and old items that should have fallen off are all
examples of the common mistakes that show up. According to the Consumer Data Industry Association,
a trade organization for credit reporting agencies, credit repair disputes account for no less than 30% of
disputes received by the credit reporting agencies.

WHAT ARE CREDIT REPAIR COMPANIES?

Credit Repair companies act as advocates for consumers, doing the hard work and exercising the
knowledge to dispute and remove negative items. Credit repair companies work for the client who hires
them for their services.

WHY DO SO MANY CREDIT REPAIR COMPANIES HAVE A BAD REPUTATION?

Unfortunately, it seems there are a lot of bad companies and services in the realm of finance. Far too
many credit repair companies make claims that are not true, offer guarantees and promises just to collect
large fees, don’t represent their clients to the best of their abilities, or claim legal representation when
none exists.

CAN YOU TRY TO DO IT YOURSELF?

Yes, you can try to repair your credit yourself and write dispute letters to the credit bureaus.

WHY WOULD YOU HIRE A CREDIT REPAIR COMPANY?

Trying it and successfully obtaining the desired outcome are two different things. A good credit repair
agency has the knowledge, experience, manpower, systems, and dedication to achieve the best possible
result.
Think of it like this: Do you do your own taxes? Trade your own stocks? Maybe you do, but most people
chose to hire the best possible professional because it’s important enough to get right.
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OTHER THAN DISPUTE LETTERS, WHAT ELSE SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A RESPONSIBLE CREDIT
REPAIR PLAN?

First, devise an action plan for things you can do to maximize your credit profile; simple adjustments to
the way accounts are being reported can have a massive impact on your overall credit grade, and
profile. Next, review your credit line by line to identify items that are potentially reporting incorrectly,
items that are outdated, unverifiable, misleading, or questionable. Assess all of your debts and loans to
see what is helping you and hurting you, not only in regards to credit score but also in the context of your
whole financial picture. Finally, there should be continuing education so you’re never left operating in the
dark as you make important decisions about your credit score in the future.

WHAT ASSURANCES DO YOU HAVE WHEN YOU USE A CREDIT REPAIR COMPANY?

Credit repair companies are prohibited from making promises or guarantees. They also cannot charge
customers until after services have been performed. Make sure they disclose that you can try to improve
your score yourself and follow all state and Federal laws and regulations as laid out in the Credit Reporting
Organizations Act. Good credit repair agencies let you log in or check in at any time to track the exact
progress of your disputes and your file. You will have direct access to a professional staff member who
answers all of your questions and proactively coaches you.

HOW DO YOU MAKE THE BEST-EDUCATED DECISION AND FIND THE RIGHT CREDIT REPAIR
COMPANY?

Check in with the Department of Consumer Affairs, Yelp, and the like to make sure a credit repair agency
is registered and in good standing with good consumer reviews, or else do not hire them. You can also ask
them for a statistical range of past results. This is not a guarantee that you will receive the same thing, but
a reasonable range of expectations. Make sure your credit repair company has a physical brick and mortar
office you can walk into if you wish and professional counselors you can call any time. Ask them point
blank if all of their practices are ethical and legal and request documentation in compliance with the FTC
and CROA.
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CHAPTER 6
10 Strategies to Give Your Credit Score a Quick Boost
Keeping a great credit score is the best way to save money on your
mortgage, car loan, credit cards, and other interest rates, but it can
take a lifetime of responsible financial choices to achieve
that. Fortunately, there are things you can do in the short term to
boost your credit score. These aren’t magic tricks or secret
techniques but legal and ethical credit restoration tactics that are at
any consumer’s disposal to give their credit score a quick jump.
Remember that every person’s credit history and report is different
so we recommend checking in with Blue Water Credit first for a
comprehensive review and credit repair strategy.

1. PULL YOUR CREDIT REPORT AND CHECK FOR ERRORS

The first step should always be to get a current credit report and review it line by line. Remember that
there are three major credit bureaus and they each may report different information, so it might be a
good idea to check all three. Look for errors on larger accounts first, length of history, payments reporting
on time, and that your balances are accurate. Move your way down to the smaller stuff but leave no stone
unturned.

2. DISPUTE THE ERRORS

After this review, you’ll be able to highlight inaccuracies or items that are hurting you that can be
addressed. Dispute each and every inaccuracy or error, no matter how big or small. You can do this
through the online systems for Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion.

3. PAY DOWN BALANCES

One of the major factors that used to compute your credit score is your ratio of debt to available balances.
To achieve the best credit score, you’ll want to keep your debt to balance ratio around 30% or less on
each of your revolving credit items (like credit cards.) You don’t have to pay them down to $0 and don’t
close them, but paying down your balances will boost your score quickly.

4. DON’T NECESSARILY CLOSE OLD ACCOUNTS

Like we mentioned before, closing old accounts can actually hurt your credit score in many cases. One of
the other factors of credit scoring is the length of time or seasoning accounts have been open, and the
older a credit line, the more it displays an established history. So don’t close down old accounts or your
score may move backward.
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5. CLUSTER YOUR LOAN SHOPPING

Too many credit inquiries can hurt your credit score if they’re
spread out over a long period of time, so when you’re shopping
for the best rates on a loan, make sure to get all of your credit
pulls done within a two-week period (approximately.) If pulls are
clustered, the credit bureaus will know you’re shopping for good
rates for the same loan, not trying to take out to extend yourself
by taking out multiple new debts.

6. APPLY FOR A CREDIT LINE INCREASE

If you can’t pay down your balances to the proper ratio (around
30%,) think about applying for a credit line increase with your
existing credit card accounts. You can do this easily just by calling
your existing lender, usually without any paperwork or credit
pulls. If they do increase it, your credit utilization ratio will be better (even with the same amount of debt,)
and therefore your score will get a quick boost.

7. CONSOLIDATE

Some times we have multiple credit cards or accounts with the same bank. Consolidating these into one
account can help raise your credit score in certain circumstances – namely, if you can blend a newer
account into an older account. That will help show longer term, seasoned debt and give your score a
positive jump, but be careful to manage this one correctly because you also don’t want to throw your
ratios out of whack.

8. ADD ACCOUNTS THAT AREN’T SHOWING UP

Many people don’t realize how many accounts can and should report on your credit, but don’t. You can
request that certain paid accounts are added to your credit report. Of course only add accounts that were
in good standing, but this can add well-seasoned positive credit lines that boost your score. Think about
cell phone accounts, cable and Internet accounts, utilities, and phone companies when making this
request. They aren’t obligated to report, but they sometimes will if you request it politely and
consistently.

9. PAY BY THE REPORT DATE

We always think about paying our bills on time before their due date, but another tactic to raise credit
score is to pay them by the date that credit line reports to the bureaus. That will help show lower balances
if you frequently use your accounts or credit lines. Call your creditors and ask what day of the month they
report.

10. REMEMBER THAT THE LAW IS ON YOUR SIDE!

The credit bureaus have to follow the letter of the law when it comes to reporting your credit, so don't be
afraid to escalate a complaint if inaccuracies or errors aren't erased from your credit report. You can do
this with your creditors, the credit bureaus themselves, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau if
things get serious.
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CHAPTER 7
5 Ways to Prepare Before Buying Your First Home
With homeownership rates near all-time lows and really low interest rates, now is the perfect time to buy
a home. In fact, renting a home costs more and more, taking up a huge portion of the monthly budget for
many Americans. But to take advantage of the perfect opportunity to buy a home and not only save
money monthly but build a great long-term investment, it takes a little bit of planning. Here are five things
you can do to start your path to home ownership:

1.

SIT DOWN WITH A MORTGAGE PROFESSIONAL

The biggest mistake I see wet-behind-the-ears buyers make is that they go out and look at houses first,
before they even know the details of their loan. Remember that you are not just buying the house – you’re
buying the money to buy the house in the form of a mortgage. Talking to a good mortgage loan officer
will help you answer all of the important questions – how much house can we afford, what will our
payments be, how much money do we need to put down, and can we even qualify for a loan?

2. TAKE A HARD LOOK AT YOUR CREDIT SCORE

The loan officer you talk to will most likely pull your credit report and give you a copy. Talk to a credit
professional about where your credit is at and what can be done to increase your score in advance of a
home purchase. It’s been documented that even a 20-point bump in credit score can save you tens of
thousands of dollars over the course of your new loan. Too many people try to increase their score by
fiddling with their credit themselves (paying down debt, closing accounts, paying off old collections, etc.)
and end up doing much more damage than good. Blue Water Credit offers a complimentary consultation
and would love to help by working with you and your loan officer.

3. KNOW WHAT YOU WANT

Now the fun part – you get to actually talk about houses. I recommend making a list with your needs and
wants. Most likely you’ll want a mansion in the best neighborhood for the lowest price, but, unfortunately,
it doesn’t work that way. So decide on criteria that are negotiable, or can be changed later (paint colors,
hardwood floors, etc.) versus the important stuff that you’ll be stuck with (location, location, location,
square footage.) Take a few weekends to drive through those neighborhoods, go to open houses, look
through listings, and generally get familiar with what is out there – and realistic.
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4. FIND A GREAT REALTOR

As you are looking at homes online, asking around, and going to open houses, inevitably you’ll meet a
bunch of great realtors who are willing to help. You’ll want to work toward a decision about who you are
going to work with. Realtors are paid only on commission – not out of your pocket – so it’s only fair to
commit to one person and not waste their time. Find someone who you like, who really cares, knows the
neighborhood you want to buy in, and knows the market, etc. It doesn’t have to be someone who’s been
in the business forever, just someone who is good at their job and cares and is willing to hustle on your
behalf.

5. GET YOUR MONEY RIGHT

Based on the recommendation of your loan officer, and what you find on your credit report, it’s wise to
get your financial house in order before your literal house. Save money for the down payment, show a
solid savings account, pay off debt if needed, and allocate money toward the cost of home inspections,
appraisals, repairs once you move in.

ONE LAST THING – ASK A TON OF QUESTIONS! Don’t be afraid, because the better educated you

are, the more enjoyable the process will be – and you’ll make the best decision choosing your first home.
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CHAPTER 8
What Credit Score Do You Need To Get The Best Interest
Rate On Your Refinance Or Purchase Mortgage?
What credit score do you need to get the absolute best interest rates for a mortgage? That’s the question
the Zillow mortgage division set out to answer with its recent survey. To come to the conclusion, the Zillow
survey factored in data from 13 million loan quotes and 225,000 purchase loan requests from September
of this year. They then compared that data to a similar study they did in 2010 to evaluate trends in credit
and mortgage.
Their findings showed that to get the best home loan interest rate, consumers need a credit score of 740
or better (out of a possible 850.)
They dug deeper to find that only 40.3% of Americans have that score – a 740 or better.
Back 2010, when they did the first survey, consumers only need a 720 to qualify for the lower rates. 47%
of the applicants polled did qualify, a whopping 7% of a large sample size that have fallen out of favor in
just a few short years.
However, it’s not just that a different demographic of borrower is applying – the 30% mortgage application
approval rate hasn’t changed since 2010, even with higher down payments and tightened standards. In
fact, 3 out of 10 Americans still have credit scores below 620 and wont qualify at all for a home loan.
The difference? In September, when the study was conducted, a score of 740 or above yielded an average
interest rate of 4.42%. Borrowers with scores from 620-639 got an average rate of 5.09%.
That may not sound like much – and they’re both great rates historically, but
At 4.42%, a $200,000 30-year fixed loan costs $1,004 a month, with interesting totaling $161,397 over 30
years. At 5.09%, the payment would be $1,085, with total interest at $190,482.
What does this mean? A borrower would be paying approximately $30,000 more in total interest over
the life of the loan.
That’s why we recommend you come to the table for your refinance or home purchase with the best
possible credit score. More good loan officers and mortgage professionals are preparing their clients up
to 6 months ahead of time, usually by pulling a credit report and getting them over to a qualified credit
restoration professional if their scores are below that 740 mark. With a little planning, patience, and
commitment, they’re ready to get the best rates possible when it comes time to sign the deal. The
difference, as we can see, can save them serious bucks.
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CHAPTER 9
9 Homebuyers and Refinancers Save A Lot of Money by
Focusing On Their Credit Scores
When people start the process of buying a home, there are a lot of things to focus on: which neighborhood
they want to live in, finding the perfect house, getting approved for a mortgage at a great interest rate,
and then the all-consuming process of packing and moving. But before any of that happens, there is one
more item that should lead off their checklist: taking care of their credit score.
While a significant portion of homebuyers still pay cash for their homes, the majority of buyers still need
to take out a mortgage loan. So keeping your credit score up to par has some very tangible benefits during
the home buying process:


Lower interest rates,



A greater variety of loan programs available



Qualify for loans with less money down

• Your offer on a house will be seen as more favorable if you have a high credit score, giving you more
leverage. During multiple offer situations and bidding wars, the seller sometimes requests additional
documentation like proof of the buyer’s credit score and funds.
• But saving money when you make your mortgage payment every month is the real benefit. Even a credit
score increase of a few points may help you qualify for a lower interest rate, adding up to tens of
thousands of dollars in savings over the life of your loan.
When you look at two different homeowners who qualify for interest rates of 4% and 5%, respectively,
the difference in payments over 30 years is profound.

CONSIDER THESE THREE SCENARIOS, where three consumers who are buying a $400,000 home, with

a $320,000 mortgage, qualify for interest rates of 4%, 4.5%, and 5%, respectively. Please note this is just
an illustration for educational purposes.

INTEREST RATE: 4%

Monthly Payment: $1,527
Total of 360 Payments: $549,982.42
Total Interest Paid: $229,982.42
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INTEREST RATE: 4.5%

Monthly Payment: $1,621
Total of 360 Payments: $583,701.48
Total Interest Paid: $263,701.48

INTEREST RATE: 5%

Monthly Payment: $1,717
Total of 360 Payments: $618,418.51
Total Interest Paid: $298,418.51
That means if your credit score was top notch and you qualified for a 4% interest rate (hypothetically),
you’d save $190 a month compared to the 5%, and $94 compared to the 4.5% loan. That sounds nice, but
doesn’t seem like big money, right?
But when you compare the long-term savings, the person with the 4% loan saves $68,418 in total
payments over the life of the loan compared to the 5% loan, and $33,719 compared to the 4.5%
Not only would the person who qualifies for the 4% interest rate (hypothetically) save $190 a month
compared to the 5%, but that would add up to $68,418 in total payments over the life of the loan!
That’s some HUGE savings for just a very small interest rate difference. So how do you make sure your
credit score is ready for the home buying process?
So what credit score should you aim for? It’s estimated that the best mortgage loans go to people with
credit scores of 760 or above, though there can be additional savings if your score is higher.
In fact, 32.8 million people have FICO scores between 700 and 749 but approximately 70 million
consumers with FICO scores above 760. But that’s just base camp on the credit score mountain because
roughly 36.4 million people have scores between 750 and 799 and 38.6 million are in the 800-to-850
range. Only about 1% of people with FICO scores, around 2 million individuals, ever reach the summit with
a score of 800-850.
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CHAPTER 10
Americans Are Now Overpaying On Their Mortgages by
$20 Billion A Year Because They Haven’t Refinanced
When was the last time you refinanced your home loan? If you’re like many U.S. homeowners, the fact
remains that you very well could be over-paying on your mortgage every month by a serious amount
based on what loans are available at current interest rates.
In fact, the according to a new study, Americans would collectively save $20 billion a year on mortgage
payments if everyone who was eligible to refinance did so.

Called “The Refinanceable Population,” the number of people who could save significant money with a
refinance (which means they are essentially over paying needlessly) had grown by 30% to an astounding
6.7 million homeowners. To put that in perspective, there are approximately 85 million homeowners in
the U.S. and only roughly 80% hold mortgages (down to 68 million), so that amounts to 1 out of every 10
homeowners who are significantly over paying – and could save big money with a refinance.
The study estimated that 6.7 million homeowners would lower their annual mortgage payments by a
whopping $20 billion if they took advantage of available interest rates and loan programs. It also found
that:
The total monthly savings if this Refinanceable Population got new mortgage loans is now around $1.68
billion, up from $1.28 billion only a few months ago.

THAT AVERAGES ABOUT $3,000 OF SAVINGS ANNUALLY FOR EACH AND EVERY HOMEOWNER
WHO REFINANCED.
About one million of those 6.7 million homeowners could save over $400 PER MONTH IF THEY

REFINANCED.
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An impressive 3.3 million homeowners could save $200 or more each month – about half of all those who
are eligible.
All of that savings adds up quickly when you factor it over millions of people, and look at the potential use
in their budget like amassing savings, paying down credit card debt, student loans, and auto loans, or even
investing in home improvements that will yield returns in the future.
Are YOU one of those 6.7 million people who are eligible to save a portion of that $20 billion by refinancing
their home – and potentially savings hundreds of dollars every month? Give us a call for a complimentary
no-obligation analysis of your current loan to see if a refinance would save you big bucks.
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We Believe There Is More to Life than Making a Living-

WE WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Blue Water Credit’s goal is to provide you with a great experience with our company,
whether you just call in for advice or become a client. We aim to set clear expectations,
have good communication and only take on clients we feel would benefit from our
services. That’s our promise!

Call Us Today For A Free Credit Review!
1.877.577.7496

THANK YOU SO MUCH
FOR READING AND DON’T
FORGET ABOUT YOUR
FREE EBOOK!
To thank you for being a friend and reader, Blue
Water Credit would like to offer you a free
eBook: The Secret Weapon to Saving Money. It
has 10 great articles with 100 tips to help you
save money on just about anything! To receive
your free money-saving eBook, just email:
Contact@BlueWaterCredit.com
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